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green is the new black.

Ecological or environmental was something for outsiders and eccentrics in the past. Today ecological and environmental home and living have become mainstream. More people rethink their way of life as environmental protection and accountability become more and more the norm.

We think protecting the environment can be done fashionably and stylishly. Our new “eco” designed fabrics, all produced according to high environmental standards, do not lack modern style and comfort. No need to compromise with these nature friendly and sustainably produced fabrics.
organic.

Fashion, style and a conscientious approach to nature and the environment are by no means mutually exclusive.

Organic stands for fabrics that are woven from GOTS certified cotton. The natural fibre has been grown without pesticides and fertilizers and is free of chemical additives. This protects the environment.
ORGANIC EDITION

**FELICIA**

- 023 lavender / 023
- Cover ca. 40x40cm
- Art.Nr. 27232 ... VE6
- Print 100% Organic Cotton
- STANDARD 100 BY OEKO-TEX®

- 028 pastel green / 035
- Cover ca. 50x50cm
- Art.Nr. 27242 ... VE6

**NALINA**

- 003 grey / 003
- Cover ca. 40x40cm
- Art.Nr. 23442 ... VE6
- Print 100% Organic Cotton
- STANDARD 100 BY OEKO-TEX®

- 035 aqua

- 087 peach / 087
- Cover ca. 50x50cm
- Art.Nr. 23472 ... VE6

- 090 mauve / 023

**JUNE**

- 087 peach

- Cover ca. 40x40cm
- Art.Nr. 67922 ... VE6
- Print 100% Organic Cotton
- STANDARD 100 BY OEKO-TEX®

- 035 aqua

- 087 peach
June – for every month of the year

Table runner ca. 40x145cm
Art.Nr. 43480 ... VE6
Print: 100% Organic Cotton
STANDARD 100 BY OEKO-TEX®
Recycled stands for fabrics that are made of recycled plastics and/or recycled garments. The production process of these fibres reduces water usage and saves energy thereby reducing CO₂ emissions.
reuse reduce recycle.

POLA

003 grey
Cover ca. 40x40cm
Art.Nr. 22982 ... VE6
Jacquard 60% recycled Cotton, 40% recycled Polyester
STANDARD 100 BY OEKO-TEX®

076 sand
Cover ca. 50x50cm
Art.Nr. 22992 ... VE6
Jacquard 60% recycled Cotton, 40% recycled Polyester
STANDARD 100 BY OEKO-TEX®

ORION

003 grey
Cover ca. 40x40cm
Art.Nr. 10232 ... VE6
Jacquard 60% recycled Polyester, 20% recycled Cotton, 20% recycled Polyacryl
STANDARD 100 BY OEKO-TEX®

081 ivory
Cover ca. 50x50cm
Art.Nr. 10242 ... VE6
Jacquard 60% recycled Polyester, 20% recycled Cotton, 20% recycled Polyacryl
STANDARD 100 BY OEKO-TEX®
recycle like there is no tomorrow.

**ALEA**

002 grey
Cover ca. 40x40cm
Art.Nr. 10132 ... VE6
Jacquard 60% recycled Polyester, 20% recycled Cotton, 20% recycled Polyacryl
STANDARD 100 BY OEKO-TEX®

081 ivory
Cover ca. 50x50cm
Art.Nr. 10142 ... VE6

**IZA**

002 white
Cover ca. 40x40cm
Art.Nr. 66473 ... VE6
Jacquard 50% recycled Cotton, 50% recycled Polyester
STANDARD 100 BY OEKO-TEX®
Table runner ca. 40x145cm
Art. Nr. 43740 ... VE6
Jacquard 60% recycled Polyester, 20% recycled Cotton, 20% recycled Polyacryl
STANDARD 100 BY OEKO-TEX®

002 white
Table runner ca. 40x145cm
Art. Nr. 43590 ... VE6
Jacquard 50% recycled Cotton, 50% recycled Polyester
STANDARD 100 BY OEKO-TEX®

002 white
003 grey
003 grey
081 ivory
003 grey
010 sand
Linen, which is extracted fibre from the flax plant, is the oldest textile fibre in history. Linen fabric is very robust, lint free, naturally antistatic, and outstandingly breathable.
DENIA

074 copper
Cover ca. 40x40cm
Art.Nr. 25222 – VE6
STANDARD 100 BY OEKO-TEX®

074 copper
Cover ca. 50x50cm
Art.Nr. 25232 – VE6

D I S C O U N T S

DD5 middle grey
D34 petrol
067 mustard
074 copper
078 sand
081 ivory

L I N N E N E D I T I O N
DENIA

Table runner ca. 40x145cm
Art.Nr. 43910 ... VE6
100% linen
STANDARD 100 BY OEKO-TEX®
WRITE YOUR OWN HOME STORY.